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ON THE MECHANICAL VENTILATION

OF THE LIVERPOOL PASSENGER TUNNEL
ON THE LONDON AND NORTH WESTERN RAILWAY.
BY JOHN BAMSBOTTOM, EsQ., PRESIDENT.

The London and North Western Railway in starting from
Liverpool passes through a Tunnel 2035 yards in length and of a
mean sectional area of 430 square feet, the line rising at an average
inclination through the tunnel of 1 in 97. During the thirty-three
years that have elapsed from the opening of this portion of the line
in 1837 up to last March, the traffic through the tunnel was
conducted by means of an endless rope and a pair of winding
engines fixed at the top of the incline. All trains coming up the
tunnel from the Liverpool station were attached to the rope and
hauled up by the winding engines ; the trains in the reverse direction
were controlled in their descent by the addition to them of very
h e a v break-trucks specially constructed. The delays occasioned by
the stoppage of every up train at each mouth of the tunnel, for the
purpose of attaching and detaching the rope, though not of great
consequence in the early days of the railway, had been of late years
attended with inconvenience, particularly during the excursion
season, when the trains leaving Liverpool were often so heavily
loaded that they were necessarily divided into two portions, each
portion being hauled up the tunnel separately, and the train re-united
at the top of the incline. These delays, together with the increasing
requirements of the ordinary traffic, at length induced the directors
to determine to remove the rope and winding engines, and to work
the tunnel by locomotives in the ordinary manner; but the employment
of coal-burning locomotives in a close tunnel nearly It mile long,
intimately connected at each end with passenger stations of great
importance, was of cotirse impracticable without a thorough and
constant artificial ventilation.
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It was at one time proposed to cut the tunnel open at various
portions of its length, and convert it into a series of open cuttings
connected by short tunnels, leaving the ventilation of the latter to
the natural currents produced by the heat of the passing engiaes ;
but tjhe cost of such a work, requiring the purchase of some very
valuable building land in the centre of Liverpool, and the construction
of cuttings reaching to a depth of 80 feet from the surface, appeared
likely to be so great, while the action of natural ventilation in
cuttings of the proposed depth seemed so uncertain, that the idea
was abandoned: the more readily as i t was thought not unlikely
that whatever discharge of foul air might take place at the top of
the cuttings would be considered a nuisance by the local authorities.
The difficulties of the subject were not lessened by the fact that the
lower end of the tunnel opens into a walled and roofed terminal
station, and is therefore partially closed a6 that end, forming nearly
6 cul de sac.

It was suggested by the writer that the foul air might be
exhausted by power at some point near the centre of the tunnel, and
there discharged into the atmosphere a t such a height as to avoid
all possibility of a nuisance. This proposal was finally adopted, and
as now in operation forms the subject of the present paper; the
mode of carrying it out is shown in the general section and plan,
Figs. 1and 2, Plates 1 and 2.
The operations were begun by sinking a shaft from the surface
of the ground a t a point p few yards south of the tunnel AA,
Plates 1 and 2, and nearly in the middle of its length. From the
bottom of this shaft a cross drift B, 43 ft. 6 ins. long, was carried into
the tunnel, joining it a t a point 1312 yards from the lower end, and
813 yards from the upper end, an&having at the point of junction a
sectional area of 325 square feet. In the shaft, at a height of
37 ft. 6 ins. above the rail level, is placed a large fan F, partially
enclosed in a brickwork casing, and driven by a pair of horizontal
engines. The fan and engines are enclosed within a chimney,
54 feet diameter at the base and 23 feet diameter at the top, rising
to a height of 198 feet above the level of the rails.
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The taper mouth of the brickwork casing of the fan, as shown
at C in the enlarged section, Fig. 5, Plate 5, has been chosen partly
with a view to provide a free passage for the foul air in the tunnel
through the casing and away up the chimney when the fan is at
rest, so that a slow ventilation may be continually going on from
natural causes without the assistance of the Fan. Ih order still more
to favour this natural ventilation, the flue D from the boilers and the
exhaust pipe of the engine are carried into a small iron funnel E,
4 ieet internal diameter, which is enclosed within the large chimney,
the top of the funuel being 118 feet above the level of the rails. The
whole waste heat of the fires is thus usefully employed in promoting
an upward current in the chimney when the fan is standing still,
and also in assisting the ventilation produced by the fan when
running. These expectations of a natural ventilation have not been
disappointed, as observations taken during the night, after the
passage of the night mails, show that the tunnel clears itself in
about 45 minutes without any action of t,he fan.
The Fan, which is shown in Plates 3, 4, and 5, is formed of
twelve straight vanes set radially round a horizontal axle, to which
they are attached by angle irons ; and the whole is steadied by three
sets of tie rods. The axle is made of Bessemer steel, and is carried
on two bearings, 8 inches diameter and. 12 inches long, fitted with
brasses, the distance between the centres of the bearings being
11ft. 9 ins. The central boss G is made of two castings of the
conical form shown in Figs. 3 and 4, fitting closely upon the axle
at each end and secured to it by feathers ; the boss is drawn tight
up against a shoulder on one end of the axle by means of a nut I at
the other. A cast-iron disc J, having an external diameter of
8 feet and a thickness of 14 inch, is interposed between the two
conical castings of the boss, and the three are secnrely bolted
together. The vanes are formed of 2 inch Bessemer steel plate,
7 ft. 6 ins. wide and 7 ft. 2 ins. long ; they are straight from heel to
tip, and are set radially to the axle. Each of them is attached to
the central disc J by means of a pair of 5 inch angle irons rivetted
to the vane and bolted one on each side of the disc. The angle irons
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reach within 12 inches of the tips of the vanes, and are strengthened
laterally by 2 inch round tie rods H, one of which is attached to
each angle iron at the point shown, and reaches thence to the end
of the central boss G, where it is secured to a wrought-iron ring
shrunk on the casting. The tips and heels of the vanes are held in
position by two double sets of flat tie rods K, Fig. 5, which are
2+ inches by inch section, and are provided with a right-and-lefthanded screw-coupling L, so that they can be drawn up to any
required degree of tightness.
The external diameter of the fan is 29 ft. 4 ins., its width is
7 ft. 6 ins., and the central openings are 15 ft. diameter. The area
of the central openings is thus twice that of a circle 15 feet diameter,
or 353 square feet ; and the circumferential opening at the heels
of the blades is in length the circumference of a circle 15 feet
diameter, and in width 7 ft. 6 ins., giving an area of 353 square feet,
or the same as that of the central openings. These are the
proportions recommended by Mr. Buckle in his paper on the Fan
Blast read before this Institution in 1847. The central area is
almost entirely available as an air passage, the obstruction caused by
the light angle irons and tie rods being very trifling.
The brickwork casing is formed for the first half of the
circumference to a circle of 30 feet diameter and concentric with
the fan; the remaining portion is struck with a radius of 28 feet,
thus forniing a wide expanding mouth, as shown in Fig. 5. The width
between the sides of the casing is 7 ft. 8 ins., Figs. 3 and 4. The
clearance between the fan and the casing is consequently 4 inches at
the circumference and 1 inch at each side. To the top girder is
attached a deflector plate M, Fig. 5, set at an angle which was
adopted after trial of various angles as giving the most favourable
direction t o the escaping current for discharge by the chimney, and
producing also the least noise and vibration.
The engines N, Plates 3 and 4, are of the ordinary horizontal
type, with cylinders 26 inches diameter and 24 inches stroke. The
crank shaft is in the same line with the fan shaft, to which it is
coupled directly by two flange couplings and an intermediate
shaft P. The boilers, shown in the plan, Fig. 2, are three in number
I
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and of the ordinary single-flued pattern, 5 ft. 9 ins. diameter and
30 feet long; t x o only are kept in steam together, the third being
a spare one. The exhaust steam from the engine passes on its way
to the funnel E, Fig. 1,through a Petrie’s extractor, in which a
portion is con’densed and mixed with the feed water of the boilers.

It is found in practice that when the fan is running at about
45 revolutions per minute, the tunnel is cleared of steam and smoke
in about 8 minutes after the entrance of a train a t the lower end.
As however the train passes through the whole tunnel and arrives a t
the upper end in about 3 minutes after its entrance, it follows that the
first puff of steam discharged by the engine as it enters the tunnel a t
the lower eiid is drawn to the cross drift in 8 minutes ; and that the
last puff made as the engine emerges at the upper end is drawn to
the cross clrift in about 5 minutes. The upper end is however found
under ordinary conditions of weather to be cleared an appreciable
time before the lower end; and hence about 48 minutes may be
taken as the average time occupied in drawing the steam and smoke
from the upper end to the cross drift. The length from the lower
end to the cross drift is thus completely emptied in 8 minutes of
the air it originally contained ; while the length from the upper end
to the cross drift is emptied once in the last 44 minutes, and
therefore in the 8 minutes the upper length is emptied of its
contents 8 + 4; = 1.8 times.
The lower length of the tunnel contains 1,563,000 cubic feet
or 53+ tons of air, the upper length 1,049,000 cubic feet or 35 tons
of air; and the total weight of air moved is therefore 598 tons
from the lower length, and 1.8x 35 or 63 tons from the upper
length, making a total of 1154 tons of air drawn through the fan
and discharged at the top of the chimney in the 8 minutes, which is
equal to IS+ tons or 431,000 cubic feet per minute. Observations
made on the pressure of the air a t four different positions, when the
fan was in motion at a speed of 45 revolutions per minute, have
given the following mean results :Vacuum in tunnel, 10 yards from cross drift
Vacuum at exit from cross drift .
.
Vacuumatenteringorificeof fan
. .
Plenuni at discharge orifice of fan
.

.

. .

.

.

.

0 1 4 inch of water.
027
051
019
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From these figures it is evident that a very large portion of the total
resistance to motion is experienced by the air after it has left the
tunnel proper and entered the cross drift. Taking the vacuum as
being inch of water at the entering orifice of the fan, the horse
power actually exerted in drawing the air up to the fan is 34 horse
power; and taking the plenum at the discharge oi-ifice as being
2-lOths inch of water, the horse power actually exerted in projecting
the contents of the tunnel up the chimney is 13; horse power.
Hence the total power actually exerted upon the air is 47+ horse
power.
The diagrams shown in Fig. 6, Plate 6, represent the case of a
train passing up the tunnel from the lower to the upper end in three
minutes, leaving behind it a trail of steam and smoke to be cleared
out by the fan situated at B. The different views represent the
condition of the tunnel at the end of each successive minute from
the first entrance of the engine a t 0, to the exit of the engine at
3 minutes, and until the last portion of steam and smoke is exhausted
from the tunnel at 8 : on the assumption that the steam and smoke
travel at a uniform velocity, which cannot be far from the truth.
It will be noticed that the fan is not placed precisely in the
centre of the length of the tunnel, but rather nearer to the upper
end, being situated 813 yards from the upper end and 1212 yards
from the lower. The reason for this is that the trains passing down
from the upper to the lower end do not foul the tunnel at all, as
they descend the incline by gravity without the action of the engine.
The fan is therefore run only during the passage of an up train ; and
as the lower length begins to be exhausted as soon as the engine
enters the tunnel, whereas the upper lengtli is usefully acted upon only
after the exit of the engine, it was necessary to reduce proportionately
the length of the upper portion. Experience shows that this has
been a little overdone, the upper length being, as before stated,
almost always clear before the lower ; but the exact position of the
fan was decided by the convenience of buying land on the surface at
this spot. I t is in contemplation to raise the rail level at the upper
end of the tunnel, and thus make the line, which now drops from
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the upper station towards the tunnel, level throughout the station
yard. Such an arrangement will have the effect of retarding the
air in the upper length, and proportionately increasing its velocity
in the lower, thus probably restoring the balance.
As the trains do not follow each other throughout the whole day
a t such short intervals as eight minutes, the fan is not kept constantly
running, but is started and stopped as required by the following
arrangement. An electric bell fixed in the engine house is worked
by the signalman at the lower end. As each train starts from the
platform, the policeman sets this bell ringing ; the engineman obeys
the signal by starting the engine, and keeps it in motion until the
discharge from the fan becones quite clear, showing that no steam
or smoke remains in the tunnel. The engine is then stopped, and
remains standing until the signal is received that another train has
left the platform. A similar bell in the boiler house, attached t o the
same wire, informs the fireman of what is doing, and enables him to
adjust the fires as required.
From the foregoing description of the action of this system of
ventilation it will be seen that the ends of the tunuel are always
clear, the action of the fan being to collect all the foul air towards
tlie centre for its discharge ; and as a good deal of shunting is done
iuside the lower end of the tunnel, this is a great practical advantage.
The fan having only been in full work since March last, it is not
possible as yet to state definitely what will be the annual cost ; the
wear and tear however must necessarily be very trifling.

Mr. E. A. COWPERthought that the vent'ilating fan described
in the paper answered its purpose very well ; and the tinie taken in
clearing the tunnel being only eight minutes from the entrance of a
train, the rate of ventilation was amply rapid enough. He thonght
however that the fan would work better if the case were made spiral
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round the whole circumference, instead of for only half way round,
as he believed the spiral was the best shape for the casing of a fan.
From calculations that he had made for ventilating by means of
exhausting pumps a railway tunnel 22 miles long, he gad found that
it was practicable to do so even for that extreme length; but the
power required to accomplish the object was very great, and the
difficulties attending the operation would be much increased by
the circumstance of the trains having in that case to run through
in both directions with steam on, which would require a much
greater ventilating power than where trains simply followed one
another in the same direction, as in the case described in the
paper. He enquired what was the indicated horse power of the
fan engine described in the paper.
replied that the power of the engine was
The PRESIDENT
considerably in excess of the duty done as represented by the air
discharged from the fan; and at the ordinary working speed of
45 revolutions per minute he believed, the indicated power of the
engine was about 150 horse power.
Mr. W. COCHRANE
thought it would be very desirable to make
some experiments for ascertaining the duty actually done by the fan
in ventilating the tunnel. With the size of engine employed for
driving the fan, working at 45 revolutions per minute and discharging
431,000 cubic feet per minute as given in the paper, the low watergauge of only about $ inch at the entering orifice of the fan case
would not represent a useful effect of more than 23 per cent. of the
power exerted, if that amounted to 150 horse power. In the
ventilation of a mine however, wbich was a case very similar to that
of the railway tunnel described in the paper, the Guibal ventilating
fans now employed in this country of 30 feet diameter exhausted as
much as 150,000 cubic feet of air per minute with a vacuum of
3 inches of water gauge, and gave a useful effect of about 60 per
cent. of the power applied; one of these ventilators had been
constructed as large as 45 feet diameter, and would shortly be at
work. With this form of mine ventilator, which he had found
the most effective, and of which descriptions had been given at
previous meetings of the Institution (see Proceedings Inst. M. E.
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1869 pages 78 and 140), the consumption of coal for driving the
ventilator could now be relied upon not to exceed 3 lbs. per indicated
horse power per hour ; or rather less than 5 lbs. of coal per hour,
per horse power of the air drawn from the mine. With the tunnel
ventilator that had been described he thought the duty would
be found to be much inferior; and considering the low watergauge, there should be no difficulty in getting a better result than
appeared to be obtained. With regard to the shape of the fan case,
he felt satisfied that the spiral form was not correct, and that the
concentric case of the tunnel fan was the right form. If the
chimney into which the Can discharged could have been built
inverted, with the area expanding upwards in suitable proportion as
in the Guibal fan, it would have had the advantage of increasing
the useful effect of the fan to the extent he believed of fully one
third,’by utilising a portion of the velocity in the discharged air.
The PRESIDENT
said he was aware there was a difference of
opiqion on the subject of the shape of the fan case, and he was
inclined to the spiral case, which was the form that had been
originally intended to be adopted ; but owing to an unintentional
deviation in the construction of the casing, it had been built concentric
for the first half of the circumference. The fan however had not
been designed simply with a view to tlie best theoretical form ; but
an important object which it had been necessary to keep in view had
been to effect as good a ventilation as possible -while the Can was a t
rest, seeing that during the whole of the night service and a portion
of the day the fan was not required to be worked, and it was only
running about eight hours out of every twenty-four. H e had no
doubt it was the fact that fans on the Guibal principle gave SL much
higher result in duty; but with the object of employing natural
ventilation for the tuniiel during the greater portion of the t k e ,
some departure had seemed advisable in this instance from what
was now generally considered the best form of ventilating fan ; and
perhaps the best commercial result had been obtained in this way.
The chimney over the fan had been built taper, and largest at
the bottom, in order that all the heat of the engine-house with the
rest of the waste heat might be got inside the chimney a t the
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bottom, so as to aid as far as possible the natural ventilation
produced by the chimney. No doubt an inverted chimney in the form
of an expanding funnel would have been preferable, had it been
practicable, as it Would have given a lower velocity to the discharged
air, and less work would therefore have been lost insthe air.
Mr. G. FOWLER
asked how the low percentage of useful effect
estimated to be realised by the fan was accounted for.
said there was a considerable difference of opinion
The PRESIDENT
and of practice in the mode of applying the water gauge to ascertain
what the vacuum really was, and there were corresponding
discrepancies in the degree of vacuum noted : it was not satisfactorily
decided whether the leg of the gauge should be set in the direction
of the current, or opposed to that direction, or at right angles to it.
There was certainly a great difference in the results, according
to the mode of applying the gauge, and he had not found any mode
of using it which he considered altogether satisfactory ; the data for
the calculation of the duty performed were consequently uncertain.
The figures given in the paper for the amount of vacuum had been
checked by the readings of an aneroid barometer as far as
practicable.
Mr. W. M. MOORSOM
observed that the results which had been
arrived at by Mr. Berthon in the important experiments made by
him upon the measurement of a current of water, in connection
with his plan of ship's log, would perhaps throw some light upon
the question of the proper position of a water gauge for measuring
air currents. With that instrument, in which a vertical tube with
closed bottom and having a circular orifice made in its side was
immersed in the water below the ship's keel, and connected a t its
upper end to one leg of a mercurial gauge, it had been found that
when the orifice was turned exactly forwards, in the direction of the
ship's motion, the mercury rose in the gauge to the correct height
corresponding with the particular speed under trial. When the
speed was such that a column of mercury was supported of 4 inches
above zero, with the orifice pointed exactly forwards, then if the
orifice was turned half round to point exactly astern, the mercury
fell to 2 inches below zero ; and if turned exactly at right angles to
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the direction of motion, the mercury fell to 6 inches below zero
at the sarne speed ; but a perfectly neutral position was found to be
when the orifice was turned partly forwards so as to make an angle
of 41;. with the direction of motion, the mercury then standing at
the zero of the 'gauge at all speeds. He thought that the same lam
might be expected to hold good with regard to the measurement of
the pressure of a current of air ; and in the experiments made with
the water gauge for measuring the vacuum produced by the tunnel
fan, it would accordingly be inferred that, if the leg of the gauge
had been turned directly from the current, the degree of pressure
shown by a sufficiently delicate gauge would have been somewhat
less than the real pressure in the tniinel ; and that this would have
been still more the case, had the leg of the gauge been placed at
right angles to the current. The position adopted for the gauge in
the tunnel experiments had been with the orifice directly facing the
current, in which position he thought the gauge had shown a
pressure not less than that corresponding with the actual tension of
the current.
said he had made experiments upon the
Mr. W. COCHRANE
question of turning the leg of a water gauge towards or from
the current, in measuring the air current in a mine drift ; and by
turning the leg round successively throughout an entire circle,
he had found that the extreme variation in the vacuum indicated by
the gauge did not exceed 1-10th inch of water above and below the
average, which was 2 inches in that instance. The highest vacuum
was when the leg was turned at right angles t o the direction of
the current. The orifice of the leg of the gauge was afterwards
fitted with an expanding funnel, extending to several times the
diameter of the leg itself, and a similar result was obtained.
Judging from the dimensions of the tunnel fan and its speed
of running, he was inclined to think there must have been some
mistake in the amount of vacuum observed with the water gauge,
and that the correct vacunm must have been considerably greater
than 4 inch as given in the paper.
observed that the experiments with the
Mr. W. M. MOORSOM
Berthon log had been made with water, for measuring the
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velocity of a ship's motion; and the only attempt that he had been
able to make, for ascertaining whether the same results held good
with regard to air, had been with the tnyere of a blowing fan
supplying blast at a pressure of from 4 to 8 inches of water; in
this case he had found that the minimum pressure was indicated
when the orifice of the gauge was directed at an angle of from
70" to 90" with the current of blast. The velocity of the current
produced by the tunnel fan, when calculated from the total quantity
of air exhausted by the fan during the eight minutes of its working,
amounted to 20 feet per second at the two central entrance openings
of the fan case.
Mr. W. COCRRANE
considered that the velocity of 45 revolutions
per minute with a 30 feet fan would be equivalent to about 1.12 inch
water gauge, instead of only 2 inch, which had been stated as the
vacuum observed at the entrance openings of the fan case. He
hoped that some further experiments yould be made for ascertaining
the actual power expended in driving the fan, and the real amount
of vacuum produced, as well as the volume of air drawn through
the fan, in which he thought there must have been some error ; this
information was very desirable and would be of much value.
Mr. E. A. COWPERenquired whether any experiments had been
made to ascertain if the air was drawn in equally in both halves of
the central entrances on each side of the fan ; he should expect that
much less air would be drawn in at the concentric half of the casing
than at the expanding half, on account of the inability of the €an to
discharge the air from the tips of vanes through the concentric half
of the circumference, where the vanes were running in such close
contact with the casing.
The PRESIDENT
replied that no experiments had been made to
determine that point, and he was not sure that it would be practicable
to get at any result with sufficient exactness to be of value. It
was certainly clear that if the fan blades were in immediate contact
with the concentric half of the casing-as close as they could possibly
be without actually touching the casing,-there could be no discharge
of air from the fan throughout that half of the circumference ; and
this consideration was so far in favour of a spiral casing. The fan
K
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had indeed been made just SO feet diameter in the first instance,
so as to run as close to the casing as was possible ; but an objectionable
vibration and noise was then produced in the working of the fan,
and the size of the vanes had therefore been reduced so as to leave a
clearance of 4 inches between the tips of the vanes and the casing,
and 1 inch clearance a t each side of the fan. This clearance had
the effect of entirely removing the vibration and noise, and it was
now impossible in the street close by to tell whether the fan was at
work or not.
Mr. J. B. FENBY
enquired whether there was any difference in
the time required to clear the tunnel by the fan, according as the
weather was foggy or clear.
The PRESIDENT replied that foggy weather was found to increase
the time required for clearing the tunnel.
Mr. F. J. BRANWELL
said that, with regard to the question which
had been raised as to the mode of measuring currents of air by a
water gauge, he had made the experiment of allowing a jet of water
t o issue horizontally from a cistern under a constant head of 4 feet,
and directing the jet against the horizontal nozzle of a vertical glass
tube which wits carried up to the height of the water level in the
cistern ; and he had then found that the issuing jet upheld a column
of water in the vertical tube to the height of 3 ft. lldins., or practically
to the level of the water in the cistern. From this experiment
therefore he was led to the conclusion that if a bent tube were
inserted into any running stream, with the orifice of the tube
turned to face the stream, the water would rise in the tube to the
exact height corresponding to the velocity of the stream; and in
measuring a current of air by a water gauge he inferred that the
correct result would be obtained by turning the leg of the gauge to
face the current. He hoped the further experiments upon the
vacuum produced and the work actually done by the fan would be
extended so as to determine the skin resistance of the tunnel, which
he considered must be very great in a tunnel of that length ; and he
proposed a vote of thanks to the President for his paper, which was
passed.
The following paper was then read :-
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